September 29, 2016

Alberta Green Economy Network Submission to the Energy Efficiency Advisory Panel
Attachment: Submission

Dear Energy Efficiency Advisory Panel,
Enclosed please find the submission of the Alberta Green Economy Network (AGEN;
http://www.albertagen.ca), a coalition of labour, NGO, green business and First Nations
partners pushing for a transition to a low-carbon economy.	
  
If you require clarification of any of our submission materials, please contact us:
E: info@albertaGEN.ca
Mailing address:
Unit B
Attn: Alberta Green Economy Network
10187 104 St NW
Edmonton, AB T5J 0Z9
We would like to thank you for the important work that you are doing to mitigate climate
change and to diversify Alberta’s economy.
Sincerely,

AGEN	
  Steering	
  Committee.	
  

Alberta Green Economy Network Submission
to the Energy Efficiency Advisory Panel
Introduction
The Alberta Green Economy Network (AGEN; http://www.albertagen.ca) believes individually and community-owned renewable energy (CORE) systems need to play an important role in Alberta’s energy future. These systems have important technical, financial
and social benefits, which AGEN believes the Energy Efficiency Advisory Panel should
consider in recommending policy to the Alberta government. Energy efficiency is another
important tool for carbon reduction that can have important technical, financial, and social benefits.
First, individual and community-owned renewable energy systems are technically efficient. Because they generate power close to the load, such systems avoid the losses
incurred by large-scale utility systems, which must transmit their energy over a transmission grid that is prone to electrical losses. This technical efficiency is quantifiable. The
reduction in electrical losses, plus the savings in capital and operating expenses otherwise incurred in the construction and operation of the transmission grid, constitute the
value added by individual and community-owned renewable energy systems.
Second, individual and CORE systems provide equity to Albertans of all stripes. By making Alberta residents owners of energy systems, community-owned renewable energy
makes the financial benefits of ownership available to all. Such systems provide income
opportunities, which are not to be overlooked in a recession such as the one Alberta is
currently experiencing.
Third, individual and community ownership of renewable energy systems confers broad
social benefits. Shared ownership lowers potential objections to renewable energy, enhancing buy-in among large sectors of the populace. CORE and energy efficiency programs also promote energy literacy and community members’ learning about power:
how much it takes to run items in their household, what is their overall load, and what
climate implications these have. In addition, community energy systems have strong jobcreating potential, as evidenced by experience in other jurisdictions. California’s solar
energy sector now employs over 54,000 people. Solar projects completed in Canada in
2015 created more than 12,000 jobs across the country. Alberta can also realize significant employment gains through investments in individual and community-owned renewable energy and energy efficiency. Jobs that produce gains in energy efficiency could
include energy evaluations, insulation improvement, and the replacement of inefficient
windows, doors, hot water tanks, and furnaces, among others. Such jobs would provide
an immediate boost to the economy.
For all of these reasons, AGEN strongly urges the Alberta government to prioritize solar
energy in the form of micro-generation and small-scale community solar energy projects.

Solar4All
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To gauge public support for solar energy, AGEN mounted a campaign called Solar4All in
conjunction with Greenpeace Canada, Calgary Climate Action Network, and Keepers of
the Athabasca. Operating in Alberta communities throughout the summer of 2016, Solar4All found strong support among Alberta residents for solar photovoltaic systems
owned by individuals and communities.

The campaign relied on public engagement. Solar4All volunteers appeared at community festivals, farmer’s markets, parks, LRT stations, and churches to present information
on solar microgeneration and small-scale community generation. By early September,
more than 2,800 Alberta residents had registered their support by signing postcards for
their MLAs and a petition for the Alberta Legislature. More than 3,500 additional Alberta
residents indicated their support by signing an online petition at solar4all.ca/sign-solar4all-petition. Solar4All volunteers also appeared at the Energy Efficiency Advisory
Panel’s open houses in Calgary and Edmonton.
The following photographs provide some highlights from the Solar4All campaign.
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Solar4All at Telus Spark, Calgary

Solar4All at the Marda Loop Community Association Farmer’s Market, Calgary
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!
Solar4All volunteer enroute to the Energy Efficiency Advisory Panel open house in Edmonton
See Solar4All.ca for more information on this campaign.

Barriers to Implementing Energy Efficiency and Community
Energy
Multi-Tenant Buildings:
Rental properties under current programs are poor candidates for solar photovoltaic energy because building owners, who are responsible for improvements, have no incentive
to make investments that would mitigate the energy costs borne by their tenants. This is
the classic case of the split incentive problem.
Jointly owned buildings, such as townhouses and condominiums, present the more
complicated version of this problem. Even where co-owners are willing and able to act
jointly and install solar photovoltaic systems, they currently have no way to share the
output or revenue of such a system. This barrier could be mitigated, however, by allowing residents and other stakeholders to share in the output of the system. See Virtual
Net Metering for more information.
A set of incentives and penalties would encourage landlords, owners, and developers to
upgrade, perform regular maintenance, and make properties more energy efficient and
even energy producing.
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Upfront Costs and Long Payback Times
The most significant barriers to adopting community energy are the related issues of
high upfront costs and extended payback periods. The cost of household solar photovoltaic installations, for example, either exceeds the capital budgets of many households
or imposes severe opportunity costs. It becomes yet more difficult to justify such installations when the extended payback period, which may be well over ten years at current
electricity prices, is considered.
AGEN believes a combination of approaches can be used to overcome these barriers. A
variety of policy options have been tested in other jurisdictions. See Programming Tools
and Options for additional detail.
Government Focus
In the short term, government should work to lower barriers related to payback periods,
split incentives, technical capacity, and upfront costs. See Programming Tools and Options for more information on AGEN’s policy positions. In the medium and long terms,
government should make a particular effort in energy education and increasing public
awareness of energy efficiency and renewable energy technologies. Alberta’s transition
from a high-carbon to a low-carbon economy is just beginning, and a great deal of work
needs to be done in outreach and community engagement. It is also necessary to dispel
common myths about renewable energy so that the public can become aware of its true
potential.

Programming Tools and Options
AGEN believes that the key barriers to renewable energy and energy efficiency are financial — specifically, barriers regarding capital cost outlays and payback periods. To
this end, all measures that alleviate such barriers are helpful and effective.
Fortunately, there are ways to improve the payback on renewable energy that will not
saddle Alberta taxpayers with excessive charges. A feed-in tariff or gross metering would
shorten the payback period for investments in renewable energy. Virtual net metering
would facilitate community access to renewables. Capital grants, government-backed
financing and property-assessed clean energy would lower the investment barrier that
currently hinders individuals and community groups from entering into renewables. Reform of the Micro-Generation Regulation would encourage the construction of more
rooftop systems of greater capacity.
The following sections provide additional detail.

Feed-In Tariff
A well designed feed-in tariff (FIT) would incentivize the construction of solar facilities by
boosting investor confidence and shortening the payback periods on such investments.
Power purchase agreements would have a similar effect. A FIT has been used to good
effect in Germany, which first adopted the policy in 2004 as part of its Energiewende, or
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energy transition.
A FIT works by ensuring that the price energy producers receive for energy produced at
times of peak system efficiency exceeds the price they pay for energy consumed when
their systems are less efficient or non-operational. The cost of a FIT is not paid by the
government, but is instead borne by other ratepayers.
Feed-in tariffs have been criticized for providing excessive inducements for system owners and contributing to rises in electricity rates. The example of Ontario’s FIT is frequently cited as a negative example. Much of this criticism is misplaced, but lessons can be
learned. A properly designed FIT can contribute to the adoption of solar photovoltaic energy systems while avoiding the negative aspects of failed policy design.
AGEN believes a properly designed FIT would consist of a modest inducement to system owners — perhaps 20-30 cents per kWh, instead of the 42-80 cents per kWh Ontario provided in the 2006-2010 time period. The inducement should be temporary and
should gradually decrease during an appropriate period of time — say, 10-20 years. This
gradual decrease in FIT rates, known as tariff degression, encourages ongoing gains in
technical efficiency. Finally, metering should include a restriction to prevent system owners from re-selling energy originally produced by non-renewable sources.
Besides Germany and Ontario, FITs have also been used in Denmark, Spain, India, China, Australia, Japan, and Malaysia and the American states Vermont, Hawaii, California,
and Florida.

Gross Metering
Gross metering would require utility companies to change their billing practice to show
most, if not all, charges as variable. This measure would encourage consumers to reduce their energy use through efficiency and conservation methods and would also provide a more fair power export rate for distributed renewable energy.
Under the current Alberta Micro-Generation Regulation, micro-generators receive a credit for the energy they sell to the grid — currently about 4 cents per kWh. The credit reimburses system owners for the net value of the energy they produce, while leaving them
liable for the transmission charges, rate riders and local access fees.
Gross metering would enhance this incentive by proportionally including transmission
charges, rate riders and local access fees in the amount rebated to energy producers.
Distribution fees would be exempt from credits for grid-tied energy producers, since
these producers access the local distribution grid connecting substation transformers to
house meters. They would be included in credits paid to off-grid energy producers, however, since off-grid producers do not use the distribution grid at all.
The cost of the credits for transmission charges, rate riders and local access fees would
be borne by other ratepayers. One can argue that gross metering would amount to a fair
allocation of these charges, since small-scale energy producers minimize or completely
eliminate their reliance on the transmission grid. Gross metering would therefore correct
the imbalance found under current regulations, whereby renewable energy producers
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subsidize the grid by paying for transmission costs they are not incurring.
Gross metering essentially mimics the arrangement under which industrial power generators avoid transmission and distribution charges. Extending this arrangement to all energy producers would be an equitable advance that would not impose charges on Alberta taxpayers.
A variation on this program would use revenues from the carbon levy to fund all or part
of the credit paid to energy producers for transmission charges, rate riders and local access fees.

Virtual Net Metering
AGEN believes the government should facilitate community access to solar energy. Virtual net metering would make solar energy installations accessible to multiple stakeholders, such as residential and commercial tenants and condominium and townhouse residents.
Virtual net metering would alleviate both the classic split incentive problem found in
rental properties and the complication of this problem found in jointly owned properties. If
landlords could share the output of renewable energy systems with their residential and
commercial tenants, their properties would enjoy a competitive advantage in the rental
market, which would incentivize the installation of solar systems on other rental properties. If joint owners of condominiums and townhouses could share the output of their solar systems through virtual net metering, they would all realize a savings on their energy
bills. What is more, the collective value of their property would rise, spurring the installation of solar energy systems on other condominiums and townhouses.

Targeted Capital Grants or Tax Credits
Targeted capital grants or tax credits for renewable energy can mitigate the barriers
posed by high entry costs. Grants have the benefit of directly addressing this barrier, unlike a FIT or rate reduction plan, which mitigates it indirectly. There is also local precedent for a capital grant program. Agriculture Alberta provides rebates for solar systems
under its Growing Forward 2 On Farm Solar Photovoltaics program. The Alberta Municipal Solar Program also provides grants for solar projects undertaken by municipalities.
AGEN believes that the farm and municipal solar incentives implemented on March 1,
2016 should be extended to all individual, community, or First Nation owned solar
projects in Alberta. The Solar4All campaign encountered strong interest in off-grid renewable energy production, especially in remote communities. For this reason, AGEN
also recommends credits for off-grid renewable energy production.

Government-Backed Loans
Government loan guarantees for individual and community-owned renewable energy
systems can also lower the barrier to financing such systems. Co-operatives are currently unable to access traditional bank loans and must raise capital themselves, often using
Internet-based funding platforms, such as Kickstarter.
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Government could mitigate this barrier by guaranteeing loans through the Alberta Treasury Bank (ATB). Interest rates would be low, in the neighbourhood of 2.5 percent. Carbon levy revenues could be earmarked to back these loans. Because solar systems
could themselves be used as collateral, the actual use of carbon levy revenues to make
good on defaulted loans would be quite rare.
Another option would be to use the community economic development investment fund
(CEDIF) model to create capital pools that would allow ordinary Albertans (unaccredited
investors) to invest in solar co-operatives. This model has been used successfully in
Nova Scotia, where CEDIFs are supported by the Ministry of Finance. Alberta-based
models include social enterprise funds, which could be recognized as CEDIFs.
Finally, the investor tax credit could be used to incent community investment in solar cooperatives and other community energy facilities.

Property-Assessed Clean Energy
Property-assessed clean energy (PACE) programs, or the related LIC (local improvement charges) also have the potential to reduce barriers to financing renewable energy
systems. A PACE program can be used to finance solar photovoltaic systems and energy efficiency upgrades, such as insulation or LED lighting. Public and private program
variants are available. In the public model, governments issue bonds attached to (and
backed by) residential or commercial property. In the private model, commercial lenders
provide financing to building owners.
PACE programs have been used successfully in Toronto and Santa Barbara, California.
Property-assessed improvement programs are already used extensively in Alberta for
projects like paving back alleys. AGEN believes existing property-assessed improvement
programs should be extended to cover clean energy and conservation projects.

Reform of Micro-Generation Regulation
AGEN believes that micro-generation systems should be allowed to maximize their potential by producing energy beyond their owners’ immediate needs. Accordingly, it recommends lifting the current 1 MW cap on micro-generation systems. The key criteria for
sizing such systems should be the owner’s interest in energy production and the capacity of the local distribution grid. Any system that can safely connect to a grid should be
allowed to connect.

Utility Set-Asides for Community Investment
AGEN also supports set-asides for community investment in utility-scale projects. These
set-asides would lower the risk and capital barriers frequently encountered by community groups. They would also increase community support for renewable energy facilities
by providing equity to a broad range of Albertans.
One prominent example of a successful set-aside is Suncor Energy’s Adelaide Wind
Power Project near Strathroy, ON. The Aanjiwnaang First Nation is an equity partner in
this project, holding a 25 percent stake in this 40 MW facility.	
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Lessons from Other Jurisdictions
The Alberta government should consider the experiences of other jurisdictions in designing its renewable energy programs. The feed-in tariff has been remarkably successful in
incentivizing solar energy in Germany. It should be all the more effective in Alberta, given
our province’s high levels of sunlight. While the Ontario version of the FIT has come in
for criticism, the Alberta government should consider the particular shortcomings of Ontario’s FIT program, rather than rejecting this mechanism out of hand. If Ontario made
mistakes in its program design, Alberta can learn from them.
In our contact with the public through tabling this summer, we heard some community
members suggest the idea of a renewable energy and energy efficiency tax credit,
whereby homeowners could get a rebate based on the cost of their energy reduction
(efficiency) or energy production (CORE) compared to the amount of carbon savings
their improvements produce.
Australia also holds important lessons for Alberta. Australia’s mandatory renewable energy target was effective in spurring the development of solar photovoltaic and other
forms of renewable energy.

Energy Efficiency
Many of the benefits of energy efficiency and community energy are quantifiable, and
the government should consider such benefits in allocating its resources. Specifically,
the government should prioritize programs that have a greater social benefit and are accessible and benefit the greatest number of people. The government should consider
how many jobs a project will create, to whom the financial benefits of the project will accrue, the number of watts of energy produced (or saved) per dollar of public expenditure,
and the amount of carbon emissions prevented through energy efficiency.
Energy efficiency and community energy create numerous benefits that are less easy to
quantify, such as energy literacy, improvements in public health, redress for historic patterns of exclusion and injustice, and the creation of economic benefits for Alberta residents. The government should consider such benefits in weighing programs in energy
efficiency and community energy. Programs that are community-owned and/or are publicly visible should be prioritized because they provide the benefit of adding awareness
of alternative energies to the community.
Why Energy Efficiency?
As the Government of Alberta recognizes, energy efficiency is widely considered the
least-cost option for climate change abatement, leading to net savings rather than net
costs for a wide range of abatement options.
Energy efficiency has one of the highest potentials for job creation in Alberta. According
to Canada’s ministers of Energy and Mines, an investment of $1 million creates 30 to 57
(arithmetic average 43.5) job years (Energy Efficiency Update 2014: Economic Benefits
of Responsible Energy Use. Energy and Mines Ministers’ Conference, Sudbury, Ontario
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August 2014. Available at: https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/sites/www.nrcan.gc.ca/files/www/pdf/
publications/emmc/14-0176_Energy%20Efficiency%20Update%202014_e.pdf ; link # 4
from “2014 EMMC” at http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/publications/11102 ).
What level of spending is required to meet 50% of Alberta’s energy needs through
efficiency by 2050?
Energy efficiency, if made a priority above “business as usual”, has the potential to meet
53% of North America’s energy demand by 2050, with a corresponding reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions (e.g. Lovins, A., Mavin Odum and John W. Rowe. 2011.
Reinventing Fire: Bold Business Solutions for the New Energy Era. Chelsea Green.)
An estimated $1.06 billion will have to be invested in Alberta per year to reach a 53%
reduction in energy consumption in Alberta, with the potential to lead to the creation of
46,000 job-years (http://www.albertagen.ca/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/FINAL-AGENRecommendations-Policy-Backgrounders-2015-New.pdf).
The Government of Alberta has announced that $645 million over 5 years have been
allotted to Energy Efficiency Alberta, i.e., an average of $129 million per annum (http://
www.alberta.ca/energy-efficiency.aspx), some of which appears to be earmarked for renewable energy systems.
The carbon levy is expected to raise $9.6 billion over the next five years (http://www.alberta.ca/climate-carbon-pricing.aspx), i.e., an average of $1.92 billion per annum.
This indicates that less than 7% of the carbon levy are earmarked for energy efficiency,
even though for each dollar spent, efficiency creates the highest carbon reduction, and
creates the most jobs.
Recognizing all of the above, AGEN, the Alberta Green Economy Network, is concerned
that the current level of funding for energy efficiency alternatives is inadequate.
How can the lack of funding for energy efficiency be addressed?
A number of options may reduce the funding gap for energy efficiency:
- Increase annual efficiency spending by $931 million
- Implement PACE programs (see above) by making Edmonton and Calgary charter
cities and/or modifying the Municipal Government Act to allow smaller communities to
implement PACE/LIC (note: while this could be very effective for residential and commercial energy efficiency retrofits, it would not provide any increased funding for industrial efficiency).
- Leverage investment money through applicant provided matching portion (e.g., 30%
GoA, 70% applicant) or interest-free loans that get reinvested after repayment.

————————————
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